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Summary 

Taking into account the historical and political context of Russia’s recent aggressive actions, the policy 

paper examines the objectives, strategy and tactics of Russia’s information and hybrid warfare, 

concerning eastern European, Syria and Caucasian examples. Of special interest in the notion that Russian 

Revisionism is vigorous because it does not necessarily establish falsehoods as true, but rather adulterates 

political discourse in a way, that news consumers are let to doubt the very concepts of truthful political 

facts. Policy paper by its part divides historical revisionism as positive and negative, which leads to 

examination of official Moscow’s revisionist power, its plan to overturn the European order and discusses 

revisionism as a subject of manipulation on internal alternative sociopolitical views. Finally, based on 

historical case study, policy paper explains Russian economic system and claims that the aims of 

socialism can be achieved by democratic footsteps, without revolution.  

 

Introduction  
Russians often say that this is a country with unpredictable past.1 From all sides it is true. History is 

sometimes rewritten in order to match the political agenda and casual conceits of those in power. In this 

matter, historical revisionism can be divided into both, positive and negative, or legitimate and 

illegitimate revisionism.2 So called legitimate (positive) use of the term can lead to changes into the views 

of a particular aspects of historiography, but in terms of academic hounding. The reasons that push to 

occur this changes lie into circumstances. For example: (1) Development of field of science; (2) Change 

of ideology, social attitude, etc. (3) Access to newly researched data; This type of revisionism occurs 

continuously in Russia, as historians and researchers constantly update and revise the views of particular 

events that happened in the past.  

Commonly, the term revisionism implies to its illegitimate (negative) meaning as denial or contortion of 

history or views for iniquitous purposes. The reasons behind the usage of this type of revisionism is 

usually achievement of political, ideological or socio-economic goals. The term is also called 

Negationism and in the academic circle it is identified as Negationist Historical Revisionism.  

                                                           
1 Alisa Ganieva: Russia’s Revisionist History. The New-York Times, Dec. 3, 2018 
2 Avieze Tucker: Historiographical Revision and Revisionism. P.1-14. 2008 
(https://books.openedition.org/ceup/1582?lang=en#authors) 

https://books.openedition.org/ceup/1582?lang=en#authors
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The above mentioned type of revisionism has become a royal role model for official Moscow.3 Even 

during the Soviet Union, the Communist Party had attempted several times ideologically and politically to 

take control over the writing of both academic and popular history in order to justify their actions, that 

would turn revisionism as a subject of manipulation over the masses. Many, so called “Anarchists” that 

were against the Bolsheviks were also killed or sent into exiles to suppress any criticism. So today’s 

history that reached modern era was revised and state approved instead of the REAL history. This is the 

reason, why Russian historiography is constantly under pressure and more and more researches prove that 

some facts are denied and distorted because of Soviet Union’s purposes.  

One more aspect that influences the problem is the mentality around different social circles. The mentality 

is especially evident during celebrations honoring the USSR victory over Nazi Germany in 1945. Usually, 

military parades, concert and commemorations are dedicated for celebration. For example, all this is 

backgrounded by the fact that Soviet deeds are foreseen and centered, when for say America’s military 

victory over Japan, which played a big role in conflict is stripped away. As historiography shows, the 

chronology of World War II is subject of revisionism as well. For example, for the majority of world, the 

Great Patriotic War, as it is called in Russian narrative, began on September 1, 1939 and finished on May 

9, 1945 within the capitulation of Germany, rather than the formal surrender of Japan later that year. This 

argument supports the idea that historical narrative plays a big role in revisionism movement, changes the 

societal views, but the same time it becomes the subject of manipulation in the hands of government in 

order to control masses.  

  

Revisionism as the Tool for Justification        1 

Russian history over the time had a large number of autocratic, iron-willed leader who were expanding 

their power and prestige at the levy of their people. Despite the fact that Russian people sacrificed a lot, 

they ended up with a society that chooses power over progress. History plays its own role in it and shows 

tyrants as saviors, rather than oppressors. This is historical narrative of today’s government in Russia 

which influences people.  

                                                           
3 Igor Torbakov: The royal role model: Historical Revisionism in Russia, Jan 12, 2018 (https://eurasianet.org/the-

royal-role-model-historical-revisionism-in-russia) 

https://eurasianet.org/the-royal-role-model-historical-revisionism-in-russia
https://eurasianet.org/the-royal-role-model-historical-revisionism-in-russia
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Revisionism is a historical key for Putin’s hold on power. Despite poor economic performance, his 

approval ratings remain high, and this narrative is used successfully to justify his illegal annexes of 

Georgia, Crimea and Ukraine. Government is winning the war of revisionism in Russia. For example, 

Joseph Stalin is drawn as an ultimate leader, who firstly, was defying American policy abroad and that 

why he was expanding the power. At one glance, in history it is true fact from the perspective of Soviet 

regime, but on the other side, Joseph Stalin killed a lot of people on his way which is justified by 

American policy actions.4  

People who tried to remember the true history of Soviet Russia are imprisoned. Russian foreign policy 

document is a clear example of Russia’s imperialistic views. 5For the example, it is said that - Russia will 

defend its territories in Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and any attack against them will be recognized as 

threat to Russian Federation. In this case as well, Putin uses Soviet history to justify his illegal occupation 

and claims that these territories were independent under the Russia. People who understand history, do 

not believe in this narrative but majority of population are into empire narrative, it inspires national pride 

and is counted as an achievement, while it is just unresolved, frozen conflict. At this point, it is clear how 

revisionism can be used to manipulate society. It recreates the facts and justifies the things from one 

perspective, which is later distributed to people. There is only one view that addresses the issue and 

“officially” it is proved by revised facts that need more clearance in order to be understood correctly. But 

it is obvious that if Russian government will allow this to happen, official Moscow has to change its 

views and perspectives that can affect those in power. Time to time it becomes clear that no men will 

change this attitude in next several years because it can lead to revolution, that Western states will use as 

a favor and take control over the politics fully. Withdrawn from this perspective, it is unlikely to happen 

that Russia will give up its positions in near future.  

Unfortunately, Western policymakers were not fast enough to acknowledge and react to the reality of 

Putin’s Russia. Revisionist policies not just threats the neighbors; it is a posing danger in the face of 

democracies. Talking look back to the politics, it is visible that Putin was regarded as economic reformer 

of Russia. The country was and still is treated as great power. From mid-2000s Putin started ending the 

country’s integration into the world economy, which led to the crushing of civil society.6 If it is discussed 

from domestic political perspective, Putin’s main goal was to take control over media, that would allow 

                                                           
4 Ivan Krastev: “Putin’s Plan for Overturning the European Order”, Foreign Affairs, March 3, 2014 
5 Alisa Ganieva: Russia’s Revisionist History. The New-York Times, Dec. 3, 2018 
6 Raymond L. Garthoff: “Putin’s Policies Promise Measured Change” April 2, 2000 

(https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/putins-policies-promise-measured-change/) 

https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/putins-policies-promise-measured-change/
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him in future to address new features of war, known as Hybrid Warfare, rather than use conventional 

warfare. Virtual control is a powerful weapon in his arms. Within this, he controls the political weather in 

the country and in case of occupation of Georgia and Ukraine, he used media for propaganda means. 

Woefully, it is not just Russian propaganda and it addresses anti-western propaganda as well. By using 

media, Putin forms societal views in a way that can be used as an advantage. Using media, each and every 

action taken by official Moscow is justified by historical narrative. For example, at one-point annex of 

Crimea, Ukraine, was justified by historical facts that it was part of Russia. Same goes with Japan and 

islands, with Georgia and its territories. These are the countries which raised voice against revisionist 

movement, but the fact is that Russia is moving towards Central Asia and if a close look is taken on the 

region, it becomes clear that most of policies implemented in the region is revised by official Moscow, 

economic flows are controlled by Russia and this becomes a threat for not just the region of Asia itself, 

but for the West as well because it can cause full subordination of Russia and Asian region that cannot be 

controlled later on.  

Russian history is full of outsiders, who do not understand why the country and its leaders act as they do 

on the world stage. This supports the idea that revisionist perspectives shape general views of society. 

7For the West greatest global threat should be Russia and not Iraq and Syria or China. Recent politics 

showed that Russia tries to bond with all these regions. For example, Russia has strong connection with 

Iran in the region. Basically, with the support of Russia, Iran can become a main player in the region of 

middle-east and same time it can play a big role in South Caucasus, because of its economic links within 

the countries of this region. Russia has a conflict with Georgia in the region, Armenia is fully linked with 

Russian economy and there is Azerbaijan, who cannot do anything because of the frozen conflict in 

Karabakh. Even though West has interest in the region as well, Russia will keep its positions and by using 

revisionist historical narrative against the society in Georgia will weaken the societal ideas and views, that 

can lead to big conflict or losing western positions in Caucasus. Added to this, two years ago, world 

witnessed how Russia involved in Syria and shaped its positions in the country.8 Putin created the round 

table of Astana, which was supposed to close the issue of Syria and moderator countries except Russia 

were Turkey and Iran. Defined from political perspective, it is arguable that Putin created the instrument 

that is an analogue of any peacekeeping, which is operated by UN. All this actions and most of them are 

justified by history, which is revised. It was obvious that Putin would take the opportunity window in 

                                                           
7 Sheila Fitzpatrick: “Revisionism in Soviet History”, Dec. 2007, p.77-91 
8 Lina Sinjab: “Russia and Iran are increasingly Competitive in Syria” February 2018 

(https://syria.chathamhouse.org/research/russia-and-iran-are-increasingly-competitive-in-syria) 

https://syria.chathamhouse.org/research/russia-and-iran-are-increasingly-competitive-in-syria
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Syria, because in that country Russia has only military base outside of post-soviet space. Russian 

streaming towards Asia should be a concern and global threat should be seen in Russia, and not in 

countries partly.  

Reflection of Russian foreign policy can be explained better. It cannot be defined as a national security 

doctrine, because the issues addressed in external politics are still focused on internal dynamics. Many of 

unique characteristics of common countries doesn’t apply to Russia. For example, if China has growing 

industrial and technological economy, this means that they are experiencing anti-corruption campaigns. 

Same time, Russian government is a systemic corruption, the circle around Putin includes former KGB 

agents and Oligarchs, who are afraid of their own people. The fear of internal society is bigger than 

external threats. This is the reason why Putin uses revisionism as a tool for justifying actions. History has 

to be rewritten in Russia, because aggression that official Moscow shows in external behavior becomes a 

boost for nationalist impulses that can be manipulated easily. Revisionism is an instrument in powerful 

hands, that can control the agenda all over the country.   

 

Revisionism as the Ideology of Russia 2   
Russian ruler legitimacy is based on insinuated agreement within its society. Majority became people, 

who trade freedom and the rule of law for economic security. After annexation of Crimea, the severe 

economic crisis has broken out which ended the tacit agreement. The only way to turn things in favor of 

government was reformulation of promises, that the bright days of the Soviet Union will be brought back. 

Unfortunately, revisionist history plays a big role here as well. Since there are no counter-arguments in 

revised history of Russia, Putin gets public’s acceptance of his autocratic rule but on societal level, living 

standards go lower and lower each day. Bright example would be summer of 2014, when drop-in oil 

prices began. Societal implosion risk becomes higher than it is visible at one glance. This happened due to 

the cuts in public services and pensions, Putin’s strategic games in Ukraine and Georgia. All this damaged 

economy in root levels and even though the country is rich with resources, economic regeneration became 

impossible.  
On the other hand, Putin corrupted, intimidated or shut down most of the democratic institutions 

developed during the 1990’s and early 2000s. Among them were non-governmental organizations, 
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religious institutions, think tanks, etc.9 Justice system is fully corrupted right now, and all this led to so 

called “managed democracy” which basically is a regime in appearance but not in reality. Its institutional 

weaknesses may be found on the level of internal development, which is measured by socio-economic 

indicators. At one point Russia becomes declining power because of poor internal politics, and not rising 

power. Out of this view, it can be determined that revisionism is a necessity for the government to remain 

in power. The facts and politics should be logically linked and drawn in order to keep the order on 

societal level. Otherwise, it will lead to structural collapse, which will cause a lot of damage, firstly for 

Russian economy and for societal development rate, that can be slowed down more.  

Taking look at implemented policies by Vladimir Putin, it can be said that he has already redrawn the 

map of Europe. After the conflict with Georgia and Ukraine, no neighbor country feels safe. Not 

assessing Russian power will be a mistake, because it's expanding territorially and what is more important 

ideologically. Even though officially territorial expansion has not touched Asia yet, still information flow 

is controlled by Kremlin. Russian revisionism time to time becomes threat to Europe.  

Ukrainian conflict was a turning point for Russian history. In the recent appearances Russian high 

government officials throw the word “fascist” to every possible target. At some point, on societal level 

this has new meaning. It is expressed to be a person who opposes Putin’s politics. Within all this the myth 

of the Great Patriotic War (WWII) is spread widely. This pseudo-historical version supports the 

unification of people around one idea, that is driven by the government. It points out the peaceful 

character of USSR foreign policy and same time, clarifies Russia’s role in the victory over fascism. This 

creates the idea that Russia have to be the part of the post-war world it helped create. A bright example is 

this, how Russian revisionist historical narrative is supporting the idea of great power, while majority of 

society in Russia does not understand the realpolitik. The facts became subjects for manipulation and the 

revisionism movement is all about this, to show people that what Putin wants them to see.  

 

 

                                                           
9 Sergei Nikitin: “Russia: Four years of Putin’s Foreign agents’ law to shackle and silence NGOs” – Nov. 18, 2016 

(https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2016/11/russia-four-years-of-putins-foreign-agents-law-to-shackle-

and-silence-ngos/) 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2016/11/russia-four-years-of-putins-foreign-agents-law-to-shackle-and-silence-ngos/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2016/11/russia-four-years-of-putins-foreign-agents-law-to-shackle-and-silence-ngos/
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Conclusion  
Promotion its version of history is important for Russia. Controlling the past is proportional to controlling 

the present. Youth, who do not have understanding of Soviet Union are more vulnerable towards these 

distortions. This historical curriculum of Russian schools together with anti-western propaganda narrative 

is producing another generation of Russian “bright minds”, who are part of “great power”. Revisionist 

movement combined with propaganda support Moscow’s imperialism. An authoritarian regime time to 

time becomes more dangerous while it is backed by people.  

Disputes in historical narratives are not new in international affairs. But what is Russia? A revisionist 

power or fragile state? Unfortunately, it is both. Putin has a big gap between his grand strategy and 

Russian capabilities. Besides the fact that revisionist movement plays highest stakes, still it is causing 

societal and institutional failure. Despite this fact, Putin’s views of history should be recognized as 

warnings in the West. Revisionism time to time becomes an instrument in his hands to justify his own 

consolidation of power.  

Revisionist historical narrative boosts the idea of great power, starting from Lenin and later his successor 

Joseph Stalin. They made deals with the West, worked close with western leaders, but both ended up 

being one of the mass murderers in history even though both were smart politicians. Russia and the world 

was changed after the October Revolution. Putin tries to revise the past and by doing this he makes future 

even more unstable. Writing new chapter in Russian empire narrative, the most outstanding chapter in 

history of Russia is a goal that Putin has set from the beginning.  The only concern about Russian 

revisionism is that it can turn this episode in the bloodiest experience in mankind’s history, that cannot be 

unwritten or removed anymore.  

 

 

 


